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I. Vocabulary and Phrase
1. The cute dog is my favorite _____. I enjoy playing with it in my free time.
(A)pet (B)coach (C)lawyer (D)father
2. Marry spends several hours studying every night. She is a(n) _____ student.
(A)lucky (B)honest (C)polite (D)hard-working
3. People use _____ to do homework, play games or listen to music.
(A)bag (B)door (C)bicycles (D)computers
4. _____ is important but not everything. It cannot buy love, friends and health.
(A)Watch (B)Money (C)Dinner (D)Shirt
5. This morning when I was _____ the way to school, I saw two boys kicking a poor little cat.
(A)on (B)in (C)by (D)between
6. Peter is _____ learning languages. He can speak Chinese, Japanese, and English.
(A)afraid of (B)bored with (C)good at (D)worried about
7. If you need a quiet place to study, a _____ is a good choice. There are many people reading there.
(A)kitchen (B)swimming pool (C)library (D)supermarket
8. I can drive a car, but my brother _____.
(A)can (B)is (C)can’t (D)isn’t
9. There are _______ people in the museum: sixteen girls and twenty-four boys.
(A)thirty (B)forty (C)fifty (D) sixty
10. Taking _____ every day keeps us healthy.
(A)exercise (B)paper (C)weather (D)book
11. All of the houses in Taipei are really _____. I don’t have enough money to buy one.
(A)cheap (B)expensive (C)delicious (D)hungry
12. Remember to wash your _____ before you eat. Then you won’t get sick easily.
(A)head (B)hands (C)legs (D)arms
13. My grandmother is sick. The doctor told her to move to a place with _____ air.
(A)fresh (B)cold (C)red (D)weak
14. John usually rides a bicycle _____ on the street because there are a lot of cars on it.
(A)care (B)to care (C)careful (D)carefully
15. The city was very clean _____, but now it is crowed and dirty.
(A)five months later (B)tomorrow night (C)ten years ago (D)for two weeks
16. _____ a trip helps one learn more and relax.
(A)To take (B)Taking (C)Take

(D)Takes

＜背面尚有題目＞

17. Sue works hard and wants her parents to be _____ her some day.
(A)popular with (B)different from (C)interest in (D)proud of
18. Learning foreign languages _____ us to know more about other countries.
(A)help (B)helps (C)helping (D)to help
19. _____, and you will get better grades.
(A)Turn off (B)Put on (C)Do your best (D)About all
20. Our teacher always asks us not to make the same _____ twice.
(A)rain (B)mistake (C)snow (D)watch
21. This place is very _____, so don’t walk alone here at night.
(A)safe (B)dangerous (C)cool (D)loud
22. He doesn’t have any _____ of working, so it is difficult for him to find a good job.
(A)feel (B)convenient (C)experience (D)finish
23. The final exam is coming. We have to _____ every minute to prepare for it.
(A)find out (B)make use of (C)give off (D)excite about
24. The cost of living is _____ higher now than ten years ago.
(A)more (B)much (C)most (D)very
25. More and more people enjoy doing their _____ on the Net. It saves time and money.
(A)shopping (B)dream (C)skill (D)cook
26. My father is very _____; he always knows the best way to do things.
(A)polite (B)wise (C)blind (D)lazy
27. It’s _____ in this room. So you don’t have to turn on the light.
(A)rainy (B)colorful (C)bright (D)dark
28. You should keep on trying _____ you are successful. So don’t give it up.
(A)before (B)after (C)later (D)while
29. Lily is interested in playing the piano. She almost _____ it every day.
(A)tires (B)lives (C)practices (D)thinks
30. The question is too difficult ______. I have to ask my classmate for help.
(A)to understand (B)to be understood (C)to understanding (D)that can understand
31. If you want to _____ the traffic jam, you should choose another way. There are too many cars on this road.
(A)avoid (B)stay (C)remind (D)maintain
32. None of these personal care products are eco-_____.
(A)friends (B)friendship (C)friendly (D)friend
33. The rain was a _____, but it didn’t prevent us from holding the sports competition.
(A)nuisance (B)collapse (C)tuition (D)injection
34. Labor Safety and Health Act is enacted for the purpose of preventing occupational _____ and protecting labor safety and health.
(A)hazard (B)exchange (C)exposure (D)accidents
35. When a threat of imminent danger arises in the workplace, the employer or the person in charge of the workplace shall
immediately issue orders for a suspension of operation, and _____ labors to safe area.
(A)evacuate (B)work (C)operate (D)plan
II. Reading
Industrial __36__ includes the development of corrective measures in order to control health hazards by either reducing or
eliminating the exposure. These control procedures may include the __37__ of harmful or toxic materials with less dangerous ones,
changing of work __38__ to eliminate or minimize work exposure, installation of exhaust __39__ systems, good housekeeping, and
the provision of proper __40__.
36. (A)hygiene (B)bacteria (C)tool (D)risk
37. (A)addition (B)substitution (C)assessment (D)wellbeing
38. (A)time (B)burden (C)processes (D)goal
39. (A)road (B)aerosol (C)chemical (D)ventilation
40. (A)air sampler (B)material safety data sheet
(C)nutrition fact

(D)personal protective equipment

